
Chapter 2

Investors' Impact on Accounting
Information

2.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the impact of investors on ¯nancial accounting infor-
mation. The previous chapter mentions that, today, mainstream research and
accounting standard setters acknowledge that investors are the primary party
interested in ¯nancial accounting information. It is assumed that ¯nancial state-
ments enable investors in determining ¯rm value. The research investigates the
relation describing ¯rm value in terms of accounting numbers. It focuses on
¯nding accounting numbers that associate with market measures of value, for
example with stock prices.

The continuous desire to improve has led research to develop a large number
of model speci¯cations describing the relation between accounting numbers and
market values. These model speci¯cations are denoted with the term association
models, and di®er in their treatment and use of types of accounting and market
information. For example, some association models specify a relation between
prices and earnings, whereas others use returns and earnings, or returns, earn-
ings, and equity book values. The use of association models involves, among
other things the answering of two questions: First, which information should be
included in the association model? Second, how should one treat the information?
The answers depend on the way the association models are evaluated.

Generally, association models are evaluated on the degree of association they
display in regressions, and also on their compactness. The ideal association model
should return a high R2 and high slope coe±cient values, while using only a few
accounting numbers. Obviously, such an ideal model does not exist. However,
this does not mean that modeling the relation between accounting information
and market values is infeasible. This chapter will demonstrate that relatively
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simple association models can be used to describe the relation between market
values and accounting numbers.

Association models are used for various purposes. One obvious purpose is
¯rm valuation. In a practical context investors could use them to value ¯rms,
or a share of a ¯rm's stock. In this context, association models compete with
models that also make use of information from ¯nancial statements, but do not
use variables typically associated with accounting1.

In the context of accounting research, association models are thus used for
valuation purposes, however generally on a more aggregate level. Further, the
research focuses on evaluating accounting numbers against market values, not
predominantly on valuation. The use of association models in this context allows
research to evaluate the relevance of accounting numbers for economic decision
making. The term value relevance is often used to evaluate accounting numbers;
in general, an accounting number is considered particularly value relevant if it
displays a high degree of association with a market measure of value. Examples
of literature using this concept of value relevance are Amir et al. (1993), Harris
et al. (1994), Amir and Lev (1996), Pope et al. (1996), Collins et al. (1997), Lev
and Aboody (1998), and Francis and Schipper (1999).

Additionally, it is possible to investigate the value relevance of a particular
accounting standard. This is because it is assumed that accounting standards
a®ect accounting numbers. The higher the degree of association between ac-
counting numbers and prices `produced' under a speci¯c accounting standard,
the more relevant that accounting standard is considered to be. This particular
use of association models should be of interest to policymakers in evaluating the
e®ects of changes of standards.

The concept of value relevance refers to the degree of association between
accounting numbers and the market value of a ¯rm. Generally, the R2 from a
regression analysis of market values on accounting numbers measures the degree
of association.

The regression results can be used to measure another important concept of
¯nancial accounting information, its timeliness. The general notion of timeli-
ness is that timely ¯nancial statement information re°ects value relevant events
as early as possible. See, for example, Kothari and Sloan (1992), Alford et al.
(1993), Lev and Thiagarajan (1993), Pope (1993), Collins et al. (1994), Lev
(1999). To measure timeliness, ¯nancial accounting research generally uses the
slope coe±cients from a regression of market values on accounting numbers. An
illustration of the concept of timeliness is the issue of whether to recognize intan-
gible assets in the balance sheet, which is often not done. Recognizing intangibles

1An example of such a competing model is the free cash °ow valuation model.
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should enhance the timeliness of ¯nancial statements. This is because intangible
assets represent unrealized future gains, and recognizing these gains makes that
¯nancial statements re°ect value relevant information to a higher extent.

The de¯nition of timeliness resembles another important ¯nancial account-
ing concept: conservatism. Mainstream ¯nancial accounting research generally
de¯nes accounting conservatism as the extent to which book values of equity
are lower than market values. This de¯nition is used by, for example, Amir et
al. (1993), Pope (1993), Harris et al. (1994), Pope et al. (1996), and Feltham
and Ohlson (1996). The concept of conservatism is related to the concepts of
timeliness and value relevance, presented above. Increased timeliness results in a
higher association between accounting numbers and market values, which leads to
higher value relevance, and higher value relevance means decreased conservatism.
Often, a lack of timeliness of accounting information and low value relevance are
associated with accounting conservatism. Because of these considerations, this
chapter does not distinguish timeliness (better, a lack thereof) and low value
relevance from conservatism, unless it is inconsistent with the context in which
these concepts are described, i.e. the focus is on investigating value relevance and
timeliness.

It should be noted that, although researchers and policymakers together agree
that timeliness is an important feature of accounting information, the number of
articles investigating timeliness empirically is strikingly small { thoughts of time-
liness are underdeveloped, it seems. This chapter shows that the concept is slip-
pery when applied in association studies. So, although timeliness is considered an
important feature of ¯nancial statements, the analysis in this chapter shows that
association studies are not the right vehicle to investigate it. As a result of this
¯nding, Chapter 3 presents an alternative empirical measure of timeliness. The
current chapter, however, distinguishes timeliness from value relevance by de¯n-
ing value relevance as the degree of association between accounting information
and market values, and timeliness as the extent to which accounting information
co-varies with market values.

This chapter reviews association models used ¯nancial accounting research.
The objective is not to provide a complete overview of research investigating the
relation between accounting numbers and market values, but instead to provide
a general overview of the progress made in ¯nancial accounting research con-
cerning the development of models that describe the relation between accounting
information and market values. Further, the overview of literature presented in
this chapter presents the context in which ¯nancial accounting research is con-
ducted, knowledge of which is useful for evaluating new advances in research.
Particularly, the literature presented in this chapter makes it possible to better
understand why the next chapter was written.
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The chapter concentrates on the measurement of concepts such as value rele-
vance and timeliness. Important underlying concepts are addressed as well. For
example, it is shown that expectations of the time-series behavior of earnings play
an important role in ¯nancial accounting research. This refers to the concepts
of permanent and transitory earnings. The assumption about the time-series be-
havior of earnings is important for the choice of the research design. The issue is
whether subsequent earnings are mean reverting { which is equivalent with the
idea of transitory earnings { or if they follow a random walk, which is equivalent
with the idea of permanence in earnings.

The chapter is organized as follows: section 2.2 introduces the basic account-
ing association models, which use only earnings data. In a stylized setting, they
all give basically the same results. Empirical issues dictate that one model should
be preferred over the others; the subsequent subsections introduce these empir-
ical issues. Section 2.3 elaborates on the time-series behavior of the accounting
earnings number and it introduces the concepts of permanence in earnings, and
transitory earnings. The time-series behavior of earnings is an important factor
in°uencing the empirical properties of association models.

Section 2.4 introduces the e®ect of earnings anticipation on association mod-
els. It is assumed that earnings follow a random walk, but that investors an-
ticipate future earnings changes. This idea a®ects the treatment and choice of
accounting and market variables in association studies. It also determines the
measured timeliness of accounting earnings. Section 2.4.5 elaborates on the ef-
fect of noise on association models.

Section 2.5 reviews Ohlson (1995) and Feltham and Ohlson (1995). Ohlson
(1995) adds equity book values as an explanatory variable in accounting asso-
ciation models. Research designs that follow Ohlson (1995) could be used to
measure the value relevance of equity book value information. Further, Feltham
and Ohlson (1995) enables the measurement of accounting conservatism. Section
2.6 concludes and serves as a prelude to Chapter 3.

Some concepts require formal proofs. Appendix A to this chapter presents
these proofs separately.

Further, wherever possible, concepts are illustrated using data from Dutch
listed ¯rms, over the period 1983-19952.

2The sample consists of yearly observations of ¯rms listed on the Amsterdam Exchanges,
which have accounting data coverage in Jaarboek van Nederlandse Ondernemingen (Yearbook
of Dutch Corporations) over the period from 1983 to 1995. See Chapter 3 for a detailed
description of the data used.
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2.2 Association models

One purpose of mainstream ¯nancial reporting research is to evaluate information
in ¯nancial statements against information contained in stock prices. Association
models are used for this purpose. The idea is that investors demand value relevant
information from ¯nancial statements, and that ¯nancial statement information
displaying a high association with market values indicates value relevance.

Most association models measure stock returns over a period of twelve months3.
The reason for using a return period with this length is that the period should
be long enough to capture the information related to a ¯rm's accounting mea-
surement period. For annual ¯nancial statements, one therefore should associate
the stock return over a ¯scal year with ¯nancial statement information over that
year. Some association models use a shifted return period, which would start
three months after the beginning of the ¯scal year, and end three months after
the end of the ¯scal year. The reason for making this shift in return periods is
to minimize the interference of information from other ¯scal years. For example,
most ¯rms publish information about a past year during the ¯rst quarter, and
the ¯rst quarterly results of the current year are presented right after the end
of the ¯rst quarter. Therefore, using a shifted return period that captures the
information generated between these two moments makes sense. Some associa-
tion studies do not shift, but expand the return measurement period with three
months into the next year. Such a ¯fteen-month return measurement period cap-
tures the information published both in the ¯rst quarter of the year and after
year-end.

The use of a long return measurement period is typical to association stud-
ies4. It di®ers, for example, from the event study approach, which is also widely
used in ¯nancial accounting research. The objective of an event study is to as-
sess the amount of news conveyed to investors by the announcement of an event.
The announcement of an earnings number is a typical event investigated in ¯-
nancial accounting research. The amount of information conveyed through the
announcement of an earnings number is often referred to as `information content'
(Beaver, 1968, 1989). Ball and Brown (1968) is an example of an early but well
known event study methodology. Due to data limitations, Ball and Brown used
monthly return data, making the return measurement periods quite long5. But in

3There are also models that use stock prices at the end of the relevant accounting measure-
ment period, instead of using returns over a period. The use of prices versus returns will be
discussed below.

4This is also a reason for using the term association models instead of the term valuation
models. The regression analyses using association models use realized market information
and realized accounting information for the purpose of evaluating accounting numbers. The
retrospective nature of this evaluation process has little bearing on valuation.

5Ball and Brown (1968) use market data from the Center for Research in Security Prices
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its nature, the methodology employed is that of an event study. Today, a typical
event study uses cumulated abnormal stock returns generated during, at most, a
few days surrounding an event6.

This chapter concentrates on reviewing association models, not on event study
methodology. The main reason for this is that the research described concentrates
on how well accounting numbers re°ect information embodied in market prices,
which refers to the concept of value relevance. An event study does the reverse:
it measures the information content of announcements of accounting informa-
tion, i.e. how well market prices re°ect new information presented in ¯nancial
statements.

Another reason to concentrate on association models instead of event study
methodology is that event study methodology has become standardized, or ma-
ture. It is a standardized tool for measuring the information contained in an
announcement made by a ¯rm to its investors. Association models have not yet
reached such a level of maturity. There is no consensus on a standard way of
using association models for measuring concepts such as value relevance or time-
liness. The following review of association models should help in explaining why
this is so.

The model that de¯nes the relation between accounting information and mar-
ket values has the following general form:

V = f(A; À) (2.1)

where V is a variable representing some market measure of value. V could be the
current market price of the ¯rm (market capitalization), or the return accrued
over a given period. A could be any vector of accounting variables. À could be
any vector of information other than information in accounting numbers.

Model (2.1) underlies mainstream ¯nancial accounting research. This chapter
reviews various speci¯cations of this model. These speci¯cations are denoted as
association models. This section reviews only speci¯cations of model (2.1) where

(CRSP) covering the years 1946-1966. Beaver (1968) suggests that the CRSP has daily market
data only since 1961. Further, Ball and Brown (1968) use a measure of returns that calculates
monthly returns only. This might explain why Ball and Brown (1968) use monthly, and not
daily, data.

6Often, the term event window is used to denote the number of days surrounding an event.
The power of an event study depends positively on the number of cross-sectional observations,
and negatively on the length of the event window. For samples of over eighty cross-sectional
observations, the power of an event study decreases rapidly with the length of the event window
(Campbell et al., 1997). Whenever possible, one should choose the shortest possible event
window.
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A contains one element: accounting earnings. Section 2.5 reviews speci¯cations
of model (2.1) using accounting earnings and equity book values.

A simple representation of model (2.1) assumes stock price to be some function
(a multiple) of accounting earnings:

Pt = f (Xt) (2.2)

where Pt is this period's t ultimo stock price, andXt is accounting earnings for pe-
riod t. In order to specify model (2.2) we assume that { for stock pricing purposes
{ investors use only information from current and past earnings, that accounting
earnings follow a random walk, that expected returns are constant over time and
that accounting earnings are paid out completely7. These assumptions result in
the following association model (Kothari, 1992):

Pt =
E(Xt+1)

r
=
Xt
r

(2.3)

where r is the appropriate risk adjusted rate of return.

The 100% dividend pay-out assumption makes model (2.3) consistent with
the dividend discount model, because it allows substituting accounting earnings
for dividends.

Due to the assumption that investors use only the current earnings number
to forecast future earnings values, it is possible to replace E(Xt+1) with Xt in
(2.3).

From the assumption of a constant risk adjusted rate of return and the random
walk in earnings, it follows that price in model (2.3) is the discounted value of a
perpetuity of earnings.

The assumptions distinguish between the time-series behavior of earnings and
investors' expectations regarding the time-series of earnings. In this simple set-
ting, these two assumptions mean the same thing: the time-series behavior of
earnings expected by investors does not di®er from the realizations of future
earnings { both refer to a random walk in earnings. As investors use only ex

7Note that the 100% dividend pay out assumption may seem unrealistic, but it is used to
simplify the analysis. It has no in°uence on the implications presented here (Kothari, 1992).
A less than 100% pay out ratio changes the time-series property of earnings in a random walk
with a drift, because of earnings reinvestment. Some articles (Kothari and Sloan, 1992) present
a theoretical earnings response coe±cient of (r+1r ), which is correct when using prices that
include dividends.
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post earnings information and no other information for estimating future earn-
ings numbers, they estimate future earnings as if earnings follow a random walk.
This coincides with the assumed time-series behavior of earnings. Later, this
chapter reviews association models where investors' expectations regarding the
time-series behavior of earnings di®er from the underlying earnings process.

Model 2.2 can be estimated using the following regression speci¯cation:

Pt = ®+ ¯Xt + ²t (2.4)

where ® and ¯ are the intercept term and the slope coe±cient, respectively, ²t
is an error term. Pt is the ¯rm speci¯c ex-dividend ¯rm price. The theoretical
value of ® is zero. The slope coe±cient ¯ has a theoretical value of 1

r
in this case.

Association model (2.4) is a simple P/E -multiple model. Therefore, from here
on, this equation is referred to as the price earnings model.

Using the assumptions from the paragraphs above, it is possible to rewrite
the price earnings model in a return format by dividing it by the stock opening
price8:

Pt
Pt¡1

=
®

Pt¡1
+ ¯

Xt
Pt¡1

+
²t
Pt¡1

(2.5)

or

Rt = ®
0 + ¯

Xt
Pt¡1

+ ²0t (2.6)

where Pt¡1 is last period's ultimo stock price, Rt is the raw buy and hold return
over the period t, ®0 equals ®

Pt¡1
¡ 1, because Rt equals Pt

Pt¡1
¡ 1, and ²0t equals

²t
Pt¡1 . This model speci¯cation is referred to as the return model.

It is also possible to rewrite model (2.4) in a `change' format:

Rt = ®
00 + ¯

¢Xt
Pt¡1

+ ²00t (2.7)

where ¢Xt is the earnings change over period t. ®
00 equals ¢®t

Pt¡1
and ²00t equals

¢²t
Pt¡1

.

Rt, the raw return over period t, equals
¢Pt
Pt¡1 . This is the changes speci¯cation of

model (2.2), which will be referred to as the changes model.

8Firm speci¯c indicators are assmed to be understood.
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It is possible to extend the number of speci¯cations further, however these
are the basic models used in ¯nancial accounting research. Furthermore, the
speci¯cations illustrate a particular point: due to the assumptions mentioned
before (in particular the assumed random walk in earnings, and the assumption
that investors use only information from current and past earnings), the slope
coe±cients in these three forms are equal by de¯nition (Kothari and Zimmerman,
1995)9.

Empirical accounting research using association models considers the coe±-
cient ^̄ and the R2 of models (2.4), (2.6), (2.7) to be important.

The slope coe±cient is denoted with the term earnings response coe±cient
(ERC), and is de¯ned as a measure of the stock price response to a unit change
in accounting earnings. It should be noted that the determinants of the ERC
are persistence, growth, risk, and the risk-free interest rate (see Kothari, 2000).
Section 2.3 elaborates on the e®ect of persistence on the ERC and shows that
the ERC is positively related to earnings persistence. If earnings are informa-
tive about growth opportunities then growth is positively related to earnings
persistence (Collins and Kothari 1989). Both the risk-free interest rate and risk
negatively a®ect the ERC, because both factors work through the denominator
r in (1

r
)10.

The ERC is used as a measure of timeliness of accounting earnings. Estimated
values of ¯ lower than 1

r
are an indication of untimely accounting (see Collins and

Kothari, 1989 and Collins et al. 1994 who relate the earnings response coe±cient
to timeliness).

This text assumes that the association models are estimated using cross-
sectional data. When compared to time-series regressions, cross-sectional re-
gressions have some pleasant features. Time-series regressions are sensitive for
survivorship bias: surviving ¯rms dominate the results of these regressions. Fur-
ther, time-series data are a®ected by ¯rm speci¯c factors. An important ¯rm
speci¯c factor that a®ects the regressions is risk, and the preceding paragraph
shows that risk determines the ERC.

The R2 from a regression applying an association model measures the degree
of association between market values and { in the case that only earnings are
used { earnings. The introductory section of this chapter mentions that ¯nancial
accounting research assumes that the degree of association between a market

9The intercept values are zero, except for that of the return model, which has a theoretical
value of -1.
10There is a vast amount of research on earnings response coe±cients. As this chapter

focuses on association models it limits the discussion of research on ERC's, which receive a
more elaborate discussion in Kothari (2000).
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value and an accounting number re°ects the value relevance of that accounting
number. So, the R2 from a regression using an association model is a measure of
the value relevance of the accounting earnings number.

In order to measure the timeliness and value relevance correctly, one must
correctly specify function (2.2). Among other choices, this means that one should
choose one of the three association models presented above.

An important factor determining the choice between accounting association
models is the assumed time-series behavior of the earnings process. These as-
sumptions depend for an important part on the way in which information on
expectations about future earnings and future value-determining variables enters
the accounting association model. The next section illustrates the issues involved
in assuming particular earnings time-series processes.

2.3 Earnings, permanent or not...

2.3.1 Introduction

This section elaborates on the time-series behavior of earnings. Like the previous
section, this reviews only earnings based association models. Furthermore, it
concentrates on accounting association models that use past earnings information
only.

The assumption about the earnings time-series behavior is important for em-
pirical research because it determines which accounting association model should
be used. There are basically two types of earnings time-series behavior, `perma-
nent earnings', and `transitory earnings'. These are two extremes of the spectrum
of earnings' time-series processes. The next subsection elaborates on permanent
earnings and is followed by the explanation of transitory earnings.

2.3.2 Permanent earnings

Permanence in earnings means that the current level of earnings is representative
of all future levels of earnings:

E(Xt+n+1) = Xt (2.8)

Where Xt are the earnings of the current period, and E(Xt+n+1) denotes the
expected earnings of any future period. In order to simplify the analysis, n is
assumed zero from now on. A change in earnings over a period is an earnings
surprise:
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¢Xt = Xt ¡Xt¡1 (2.9)

Earnings follow a `random walk' if ¢Xt has zero mean and a constant variance,
and if subsequent earnings numbers are not correlated. Permanence in earnings
is consistent with earnings following a random walk.

The random walk in earnings assumption is often used in ¯nancial accounting
research. Ball and Brown (1968) is a well known example of research assuming
the random walk in earnings.

The rationale for using the random walk assumption in ¯nancial accounting
research is a consequence of the assumed relation between accounting information
and value. To test this relation, one can regress prices on earnings. This regres-
sion will probably con¯rm the price-value relationship: rising prices and rising
earnings often occur simultaneously, especially in the long run. However, this
does not per se demonstrate the causality in the relationship between accounting
information and prices.

In order to increase the power of the test, one should regress departures of
earnings from their expected levels on changes of prices (changes in prices are
driven by news). To test the in°uence of the news contained in earnings on price
changes, one should therefore regress price changes on earnings surprises. The
most powerful test employs event study methodology.

The challenge for empirical research is to ¯nd a measure of unexpected earn-
ings, or earnings surprises, which are the di®erence between expected and realized
earnings11. Realized earnings numbers are publicly available, but expected earn-
ings are not. Therefore, research can only approximate expected earnings. There
are some alternatives for estimating earnings' expectations, for example, it is
possible to gather information on expected earnings from analysts. The advan-
tage of analyst forecasts is their timeliness, which makes it possible to use them
in event studies. On the other hand, their use can be problematic. Analysts
generally cover a limited number of ¯rms, which makes it di±cult to generalize
the results over ¯rms not covered. This problem is especially severe in small and
underdeveloped markets, where only a few ¯rms are covered. Further, investment
analysts, especially sell-side, probably give optimistic forecasts in order to gener-
ate trade. McNichols and O'Brien (1997) show that the optimistic bias in analyst
forecasts might be the result of analysts who drop a followed ¯rm if unfavorable
future stock price performance is expected. Other problems concerning biased

11Young Cho and Jung (1991) use the term unexpected earnings instead of realized earnings.
This text uses realized earnings because it refers to empirical work that tests association models
using realized earnings values.
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analysts forecasts are documented by DeBondt and Thaler (1990) and Capsta®
et al. (1995). For this reason, it is advisable to use buy-side analyst forecasts
instead, however these are di±cult to obtain. But even the use of buy-side an-
alyst information might give biased empirical results. Kothari et al. (1999), for
example, show that even if analysts give unbiased forecasts, truncation of data
biases empirical results in such a way that the results suggest analyst optimism.
As data truncation is commonly practiced in empirical research to solve problems
concerning outliers, the implications of Kothari et al. can be quite serious. Given
these issues, the use of analyst forecasts is not always advantageous.

A solution to the problems concerning estimating earnings expectations, is
to assume that earnings follow a random walk; that is, to assume that last pe-
riods' earnings number serves as a proxy for expected earnings. The earnings
changes then re°ect the surprise in earnings, which can be regressed on a price
change. The advantage of the use of last periods' earnings is their availability.
On the other hand, the random walk assumes that the last periods' earnings
number is the best possible estimate of next periods' earnings; it naively ignores
all information published after the last announcement.

Empirical research that supports the random walk in earnings are Ball and
Watts (1972), Albrecht, Lookabill and McKeown (1977), and Watts and Leftwich
(1977). These articles demonstrate that earnings follow a random walk, or a
random walk with a drift. The drift is assumed to be caused by reinvestment of
earnings, which results in earnings growth.

Note that expectations about future earnings play an important role in re-
search assuming the random walk in earnings. Changes in earnings expectations
are assumed to drive price changes, a notion embodied in the simple price-earnings
model (2.4). Using a price-earnings multiple for evaluating the value of a share,
therefore, means that one assumes permanence in earnings.

2.3.3 Transitory earnings

The assumption of transitory earnings means that the earnings change is expected
to be non-permanent. This is a departure from the random walk in earnings
assumption and it means that expected future earnings revert to some prede¯ned
level. This type of time-series behavior of earnings is also referred to as `mean
reversion in earnings'.

The idea that earnings revert to some level in the future is plausible. Prof-
itable ¯rms, for example, attract competition, which deteriorates the pro¯ts of
incumbent ¯rms. Moreover, ¯rms reporting losses will eventually, in the long run,
stop reporting losses. Other factors that make earnings transitory are one time
outlays such as reorganization provisions, or one time gains such as the gain on
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the sale of an associated business. Furthermore, the observed behavior of man-
agers to accumulate the recognition of losses in one period, often denoted with
\taking a big bath", makes earnings transitory.

If earnings are transitory, then they revert to some level. In general, this level
is determined by competition.

The result of mean reverting earnings is that earnings changes revert to zero.
For example, if the earnings time-series behavior can be described by:

Xt+1 = 0:2 ¢Xt + 1 (2.10)

and we give X0 a starting value of ¡1, then earnings follow the sequence

[-1, 0.8, 1.16, 1.23, 1.24,..., 1.25, 1.25]

and earnings changes follow the sequence

[1.80, 0.36, 0.07, 0.01 ,..., 0, 0]

If one assumes transitory earnings, then earnings surprises have a relatively
small impact on expected future earnings. In the example, the e®ect of an earn-
ings change disappears after about 5 periods.

The most extreme form of transitory earnings is where current earnings o®set
an earlier earnings surprise directly and completely after one period. A change
in earnings that reverses so quickly has no e®ect on expected earnings for the
periods after the reversal, and a rather small e®ect on value. In this extreme case
of transitory earnings, there is no reason to use changes in earnings as a proxy
for unexpected future earnings because current earnings changes are canceled out
immediately, and unexpected future earnings are assumed to be zero.

Note that, if earnings are completely transitory, then ¯rm value is determined
by earnings levels only, and market values are of no use. In this case, the use
of models relating accounting information to market values does not seem to be
useful.

Completely transitory earnings are an extreme case of the time-series behavior
of earnings. Empirical research using association models implicitly assumes that
earnings do not behave in such a way.

Ali and Zarowin (1992) provide a straightforward method that measures per-
manence in earnings. They use the following regression equation for a cross-
section of ¯rms:
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(Xt ¡Xt¡1)=Pt¡1 = C0;t + C1;t(Xt¡1 ¡Xt¡2)=Pt¡2 + "t¡1 (2.11)

where Xt is earnings of ¯rm i for period t, and Pt is period t's closing stock price.
C1;t measures persistence in earnings. If C1;t is zero then earnings are permanent,
because successive earnings numbers are independent of each other. Negative
C1;t values indicate transitory earnings. A C1;t value of ¡1 is an indication
of completely transitory earnings: a change in earnings over a period is o®set
completely in the next period. Empirical results of Ali and Zarowin show that
earnings are transitory to some extent, i.e. that the random walk is not entirely
descriptive. They show values between zero and ¡0:26 (with a t-value of ¡3:8)
and 0:07 (not signi¯cantly di®erent from zero at the 5% level).

Beaver et al. (1980) use another model describing the time-series behavior of
earnings. They use an integrated moving average, IMA(1,1) process:

Xt = Xt¡1 + at ¡ µat¡1 (2.12)

The expected value of at is zero, its standard deviation is constant, and sub-
sequent values of at are uncorrelated

12. µ describes the earnings process. If µ
is zero, then earnings follow a random walk. If µ is between zero and one, then
earnings are mean reverting. If µ is one, then earnings are completely transi-
tory. The results of Beaver et al. (1980) are consistent with Ali and Zarowin,
and show that earnings do not follow a random walk. Further, Ali and Zarowin
(1992), Beaver and Morse (1978), and Ou and Penman (1989) show that earnings
are more permanent for ¯rms with non-extreme price to earnings ratios.

The next table shows a partial replication of Ali and Zarowin (1992) for Dutch
listed ¯rms. Panel A illustrates that the permanence coe±cient takes on a value
of -0.25, signi¯cant at the 5% level. This supports the idea that earnings are
mean reverting. Panels B and C of table 2.1, however, show that mean reversion
is sensitive for the time period chosen. For the period 1983-1988, mean reversion
is more pronounced than for the period 1989-1995. For the latter period, the
coe±cient designating permanence does not di®er signi¯cantly from zero, which
indicates permanence in earnings for that period.

12Beaver et al. (1980) do not de¯ne a.
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Table 2.1:
Persistence of Earnings of Dutch Listed Firms

(Xt ¡Xt¡1)=Pt¡1 = C0;t +C1;t(Xt¡1 ¡Xt¡2)=Pt¡2 + "ta

Panel A: 1983-1995

C0;t C1;t Rsqb Nobsc

0.01 -0.25 0.07 996

t 1.50d -1.97

p 0.13e 0.05

Panel B: 1983-1988

C0;t C1;t Rsq Nobs

0.01 -0.60 0.18 285

t 0.66 -1.63

p 0.51 0.10

Panel C: 1989-1995

C0;t C1;t Rsq Nobs

0.01 -0.18 0.04 711

t 1.32 -1.32

p 0.19 0.19

a Xt is the published earnings of ¯scal year t , per share, corrected
for extraordinary items. Pt is the stock price at the start of ¯scal
year t . Results are from pooled time-series and cross-sectional
regressions of variables of Dutch listed ¯rms over the period 1983
to 1995. Coe±cient C1;t indicates the degree of permanence of
earnings. Transitory earnings display negative C1;t values. C1;t
values near to zero, indicate permanence in earnings.

b R-squares adjusted for degrees of freedom
c Number of observations
d White Heteroskedasticity-consistent t-values
e p-values (probabilities) of coe±cients

The results in table 2.1 show an important ¯nding, because the association
models above all assume the random walk in earnings to be descriptive. Empirical
research should take into account that earnings are, sometimes to some extent,
transitory. Not appropriately correcting for transitory earnings will lead to re-
search results showing low slope coe±cients or weak responses of market values
to earnings. Such results indicate low value relevance and untimely accounting,
while in fact such conclusions are the result of an inappropriate assumption about
the time-series behavior of earnings.
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Up to this point, the use of the random walk model has been discussed to
clarify the concept of permanence in earnings. The consequences of the random
walk assumption for studies using association models are not investigated yet.
Section 2.4 below on modeling earnings anticipation, as well as subsequent sec-
tions, elaborates on the empirical issues involved with association models and the
assumption of the random walk in earnings.

Note that, up to this point, the review of accounting association models is
restricted to research using information related to one period only. That is, the
association models describe the relation between returns and earnings assuming
that both refer to the same accounting measurement period. Or when prices
are used instead of returns, then only a relation between current earnings and a
periods' ultimo price was modeled. All variables referred to one and the same
accounting measurement period. The next section presents research that uses
leading returns, accommodating the fact that investors forecast earnings some
periods ahead. Furthermore, it is expected that the inclusion of leading returns
will increase the quality of inferences about the timeliness of accounting numbers.

2.4 Anticipation of Earnings

2.4.1 Introduction

This section reviews accounting association models that assume earnings are an-
ticipated some periods ahead. Above, section 2.2 mentions that most association
models start from the random walk in earnings assumption. The previous section
addressed the issue of the time-series behavior of earnings, showing that earnings
need not follow a random walk per se, and that research results are biased if one
incorrectly assumes a random walk in earnings.

This section addresses investors' expectations of the earnings process.

Underlying the three basic association models presented above is the assump-
tion that investors' expectations about future earnings are synchronous to the
earnings time-series behavior. That is, it was assumed that investors based their
earnings forecasts on the same model that describes the time-series of earnings,
speci¯cally, the random walk model. This section reviews the empirical behavior
of the association models under the assumption that investors use more infor-
mation in their forecasts. That is, investors are assumed to anticipate future
earnings some periods ahead, which means that investors' earnings expectations
no longer correspond with the time-series behavior of earnings.

Before addressing the concept of anticipated earnings, the next section starts
with an introduction on the use of earnings and returns measurement windows of
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di®erent lengths. This should facilitate understanding of the analysis of earnings'
anticipation.

2.4.2 Return Measurement windows

The objective of association models is to measure the extent to which accounting
information re°ects the information in stock prices. Therefore, many association
studies use a one-year return window and regress buy and hold returns of one year
on the earnings of that year. The one-year-window is a relatively logical choice
for association studies, because it minimizes the interference of price related in-
formation from other years. Figure 2.1 below, illustrates the di®erent types of
window used in ¯nancial accounting research. The arrows designate the length
of the return window, in years. The grey bars refer to the ¯scal years covered by
the earnings number.

T15
T12
E92
KS92
C94

-… -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 … 10
Years

T15 Traditional with 15 month buy and hold return
T12 Traditional with 12 month buy and hold return
E92 Easton et al. (1992)
KS92 Kothari and Sloan (1992)
C94 Collins et al. (1994)

Figure 2.1: Return windows and earnings in accounting association studies.

Use of the traditional one-year measurement windows led to low explanatory
power of the returns-earnings regressions. Lev (1989) notices the typical low ex-
planatory power and response coe±cients of the traditional research designs, and
he expects that longer measurement windows might improve regression results.

Easton et al. (1992) respond to Lev (1989) and use longer measurement
windows, regressing earnings on returns over windows of up to 10 years. As
¯gure 2.1 shows, the returns and earnings windows overlap. Using a long window
of ten years, they ¯nd R2's of about 0.63 and an earnings response coe±cient
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of 1.659. These results are a substantial improvement when compared to results
from the traditional one-year-window13.

Easton et al. (1992) build on Hicksian income theory (Hicks, 1939) to model
the expected correspondence between earnings and returns, allowing them to re-
solve a problem inherent in long measurement windows methodology. This prob-
lem concerns the relation between returns of several years and earnings numbers
of several years. How do they relate to each other? Do investors' expectations
relate to next years' earnings or to earnings of any future year, or to the aggregate
of earnings?

According to Easton et al., the Hicksian approach solves this problem because
it de¯nes value in terms of aggregated earnings, no matter when the earnings
occur. This makes it possible to aggregate earnings over many years, and to
compare these aggregated earnings to returns measured over an equal number of
years.

The results of Easton et al. present high R2's. On the one hand, this con-
¯rms their priors about the returns earnings relation: aggregated earnings explain
returns. On the other hand, the results are not very surprising since when ag-
gregating both earnings and returns over many years, much of the variation due
to noise in both the returns and earnings processes disappears. A regression of
aggregated returns on aggregated earnings leaves less variation to be explained,
which should naturally lead to higher R2's.

Note that the long-window approach of Easton et al. assumes transitory
earnings. This should not come as a surprise, especially when it concerns long
measurement windows { it is highly likely that earnings revert to some mean
in the long run. The discussion on transitory earnings time-series behavior in
section (2.3) above demonstrated that in the case of transitory earnings, changes
in earnings are not relevant, but levels are. This is in conformity with Hicksian
income theory.

An alternative approach concerning the choice of measurement windows is
Collins et al. (1994). Basically, they extend only the earnings window into

13The earnings response coe±cients exceed the value of 1 for windows of ¯ve years and longer.
Easton et al. (1992) are surprised by this result: they expect that in the long run, a dollar
change in earnings leads to a dollar change in returns. Hence, they expect a slope value of 1.
On the other hand, they do not articulate the relation between returns and earnings. \Less
attention will be paid to the behavior of... " the slope coe±cient (p.125). Easton et al. (1992)
use return models, with long returns and earnings windows. The analysis in section 2.2 shows
that for short windows a dollar earnings change results in a more than 1 dollar change in returns
if the discount rate r is smaller than 1, which is often the case. Easton et al. (1992), therefore,
would do better to concern themselves with the low slope values of the short return - earnings
windows.
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the future: future earnings are regressed on current returns. They incorporate
up to three future earnings years in their returns-earnings regressions, which
increases the returns-earnings association considerably. Collins et al. ¯nd levels
of explained return association that are up to six times higher when compared
to regressions that only use contemporaneous earnings.

An issue touching both Easton et al. and Collins et al. is that both studies
include realized { lagged { earnings in the regressions. Including future realized
earnings values proves useful for increasing the R2's and slope coe±cients. How-
ever, neither article is very appealing for fundamental investment analysis, since
its challenge is to value ¯rms using only current, available, information about
fundamentals, such as earnings; both articles only make use of earnings realized
over a rather long period. Although the results show a relation between earnings
and returns over the long term, it would be more interesting if one could forecast
future earnings using current, available information.

Kothari and Sloan (1992) present a methodology that resolves this issue.
Their research design, based on Kothari (1992), shows that earnings are antici-
pated by investors at least some periods ahead. Kothari and Sloan ¯nd high R2's
but do not make use of future realizations of earnings to achieve this result. In
analyzing leading returns, the next subsection elaborates in depth on this idea.

2.4.3 Modeling earnings' anticipations

Since Ball and Brown (1968), it is known that investors anticipate future earnings
numbers at least some months ahead. This is what is meant by `prices lead
earnings'. Prices lead earnings because the accounting system does not re°ect
information about future earnings in a timely way, whereas investors immediately
adjust prices to their expectations of future pro¯tability.

Allowing for the assumption that prices lead earnings a®ects the empirical
properties of the association models. This idea means that investors not only
use the information in past or current earnings' numbers for stock pricing, but
are assumed to use more information. It was already mentioned that a result
of earnings anticipation is that the time-series properties of the earnings process
di®ers from the market's expectations of future earnings. It will be shown that
including leading returns in regressions of returns on earnings `restores' the re-
lation between the earnings process and investors' expectations of that earnings
process.

We now enter into a more formal description of the e®ects of the price lead
earnings assumption on empirical results. If investors anticipate part of the ran-
dom walk earnings surprise, then, according to Kothari (1992) and Kothari and
Zimmerman (1995), the earnings surprise consists of an anticipated component
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and a surprise component. This idea should lead to a change in the representation
of the general model (2.1) into the following function:

Pt = f (Xt; A; S) (2.13)

To make the model more speci¯c we denote the random walk earnings surprise, or
the change in earnings over the last period, as ¢Xt. This results in the following
time-series of earnings speci¯cation:

Xt = Xt¡1 +¢Xt (2.14)

Now, suppose that part of the surprise is anticipated one period ahead, and
another part of the surprise is anticipated two periods ahead:

¢Xt = At;t¡1 +At;t¡2 + St (2.15)

where At;t¡1 and At;t¡2 denote anticipated earnings surprises at prior periods t¡1
and t ¡ 2. The surprise component St contains the unexpected earnings news.
The time-series of earnings can now be described as follows:

Xt = Xt¡1 +At;t¡1 +At;t¡2 + St (2.16)

Because price also incorporates information about anticipated future earnings,
price is no longer a constant multiple (1=r) of earnings (Xt), which was the case
in the association models described in section 2.2. Price will be larger than Xt=r
when investors anticipate earnings growth, and it will be smaller than Xt=r when
investors expect declining earnings.

Earnings anticipation a®ects the empirical properties of the association models
described in section 2.2 above. The explanatory power of the price earnings model
(2.4), for example, decreases when the weight of the anticipated fraction of the
earnings change increases. Earnings anticipation causes variation in the price
of the price earnings model. However, this model only captures the variation
of current earnings, not of the anticipated earnings. As a result of earnings
anticipation, the simple price earnings model leaves much variation unexplained,
leading to low R2 values.

The intercept and slope coe±cients of the simple price model (2.2) remain
unbiased, however. A proof of this is included in Appendix A to this chapter.

Although the coe±cients of the price model are una®ected by earnings antici-
pation, the price model su®ers from problems of heteroskedasticity (Kothari and
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Zimmerman, 1995). An illustration of this problem is that ¯rms with high mar-
ket capitalization in absolute terms display high price variance, and ¯rms with
low market capitalization display low price variance. The e®ect on the regression
results is that ¯rms with high market capitalization dominate the outcomes of
the regressions. To solve the problem of heteroskedasticity one could standardize
the stock prices somehow, one way being to de°ate the prices by the periods'
opening stock price. This generates the return model.

The e®ect of prices leading earnings on return models is that it biases the
earnings response coe±cient downward. The intuition behind this bias is as fol-
lows: From models (2.15) and (2.16) it is known that, when prices lead earnings,
the earnings change contains both the anticipated and the surprise components.
Due to earnings anticipation, the weight of the anticipated information compo-
nent in the returns earnings regression increases at the expense of the weight of
the surprise component. The surprise component in (2.16) is the only relevant
component for explaining returns. Due to earnings anticipation, the magnitude of
the surprise component diminishes, resulting in a lower earnings response coe±-
cient. Assuming that the in°uence of the surprise component and the anticipated
components on returns is equal, and that prices lead earnings up to only two pe-
riods14, then the expected value of the regression slope coe±cient ¯ will be biased
to 50% of its `true' value. The formal proof of this e®ect of anticipated earnings
surprises is included in Appendix A.

If we assume prices lead earnings by more than two periods, then the expected
earnings response coe±cient will be biased further. Further, in the paragraphs
above, it was assumed that the in°uence of surprise and both the anticipated
components were equal. However, if the weight of the anticipated component in
earnings increases, the earnings response coe±cient further biases towards zero.
If earnings are completely anticipated, then the earnings response coe±cient will
approximate zero.

If prices lead earnings, thenR2's will also be biased. If, for example, prices lead
earnings up to two periods, the expected values of R2's will be biased downward to
about 16% of their true value. This bias arises under the favorable conditions that
all components (At;t¡1, At;t¡2, and St) contribute equally to total information,
and that earnings are only anticipated up to two years ahead. A proof of this
e®ect is also demonstrated in Appendix A.

Kothari and Sloan (1992) present a method that uses leading period returns
to control for the biased coe±cients of return models. Kothari and Sloan extend
the return measurement period to several years before the traditional ¯scal year

14If one assumes that prices lead earnings only by one period, then it can be shown that the
return speci¯cation still generates an unbiased earnings response coe±cient (Kothari, 1992).
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of interest, and this results in higher earnings response coe±cients. Figure 2.1
illustrates this idea.

The intuition behind the method of Kothari and Sloan is that the leading
returns (re-)capture part of the surprise component. Thus, the leading returns
contain a higher amount of `surprise', which should strengthen the covariance
between earnings and returns. Kothari and Sloan report an increase in the av-
erage earnings response coe±cient from 3.1 for the one-year earnings response
coe±cient, up to 6.0 when three leading return periods are included. Including a
fourth leading return period does not substantially increase the earnings response
coe±cient.

Table 2.2 presents results of a replication of Kothari and Sloan (1992) for
Dutch listed ¯rms15. The table shows earnings response coe±cients that are all
positive and signi¯cant, and increase from 2.02 for the shortest return window
to 4.87 for the longest. The increase is most pronounced for the return windows
starting up to two years before the beginning of the ¯scal year. Extending the
return window another 12 months does not lead to an increase of the earnings
response coe±cient. It is clear that there exists a considerable delay in which
reported earnings re°ect value relevant events. In other words, table 2.2 shows
that prices lead earnings for a period of up to at least three years. These results
are analogous to Kothari and Sloan (1992). The R2 values also increase due to
the inclusion of leading return periods. Table 2.2 clearly shows that extending
the return period backwards results in higher association between market values
and earnings.

15Kothari and Sloan (1992) perform a time-series regression. Due to the relatively low number
of years with available observations, this replication uses a pooled cross-sectional regression.
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Table 2.2:
Timeliness of Earnings of Dutch Listed Firms (1983-1995)

Rt¡¿ = ¯0;¿ + ¯1;¿
Xt
Pt¡¿ + "t

a

¿ ¯0 ¯1
b Rsqc Nobsd

0 0.05 2.02 0.20 1164

(1.82)e (9.71)

1 -0.00 3.55 0.38 1047

(-0.06) (13.69)

2 -0.00 4.77 0.45 951

(-0.17) (14.50)

3 0.07 4.56 0.45 841

(1.06) (10.93)

4 0.25 4.19 0.46 733

(2.96) (9.64)

5 0.39 4.87 0.45 625

(2.51) (7.31)

a Results are from pooled time-series and cross-sectional regressions
of variables of Dutch listed ¯rms over the period 1983 to 1995. The
return window begins at ¿ years before the start of ¯scal year t.
For any value of ¿ the return window ends three months after ¯scal
year t. Rt¡¿ is the raw buy and hold stock return on over a return
window of 15+12¿ months. Xt is the reported earnings number of
year t, per share, before extraordinary items. Pt¡¿ is the appropriate
opening price of the stock.

b ¯1;¿ , the ERC, measures timeliness of accounting earnings
c R-squares adjusted for degrees of freedom
d Number of observations
e White heteroskedasticity-consistent t-values

The use of leading returns e®ectively captures the surprise component. Note
that table 2.2 and results of Kothari and Sloan make clear that the low slope
coe±cient values and low R2's often found in ¯nancial accounting research could
have been caused by neglecting anticipated earnings.

2.4.4 Earnings' anticipations, earnings levels and changes

Articles by Ohlson and Schro® (1991), Easton and Harris (1991), and Kothari
(1992) discuss the use of earnings changes versus earnings levels in returns earn-
ings regressions. Under the assumptions presented in section 2.2, there is no real
di®erence between a model that uses earnings levels or earnings changes. In em-
pirical research, however, the di®erence matters (or should matter). In section 2.3
it is made clear that in event studies the use of earnings changes gives the results
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with the highest power. But the decision about the use of levels or changes is
less clear-cut for association models. This subsection shows that there are good
reasons for using levels, and not changes, of earnings in association studies.

Ohlson and Schro® (1991) present an analytical study of the issue of earnings
levels versus earnings changes. Their article seems to argue against the com-
mon use of earnings changes in regressions. They demonstrate that if investors
use other information than information in earnings and dividends alone (so the
random walk in earning model is not necessarily descriptive), there is a reason
to prefer one speci¯cation over the other. They show that a levels speci¯cation
is appropriate in this case. They extend their analysis to show there exist con-
ditions under which the levels speci¯cation dominates the changes speci¯cation,
even if the random walk property of earnings' time-series is descriptive. Their
analysis goes even further, in that Ohlson and Schro® assert that \the time-series
behavior of earnings is irrelevant for identifying the earnings variable most highly
correlated with returns and unexpected earnings", which is a daring statement.
But their point is clear: the use of earnings changes is not always obvious. Un-
fortunately, Ohlson and Schro® do not present empirical tests of their analysis.

Easton and Harris (1991) empirically investigate the issue of levels versus
changes empirically. Their cross-sectional study uses a one year buy and hold
return window that is regressed on both levels and changes of earnings. The
results show that the earnings levels variable is more often signi¯cant than the
change variable. Based on their research, Easton and Harris claim that earnings
levels outperform earnings changes in association studies. Results from separate
univariate regressions support this claim: regressions using only levels of earnings
show higher R2's than do those using only changes in earnings.

Although the Easton and Harris (1991) approach is used in a great deal of
empirical research { see, for example, Strong and Walker (1993), Harris et al.
(1994), Dumontier and Labelle (1998), and Francis and Schipper (1999) { the
research design is not very convincing from a methodological point of view. Like
Ohlson and Schro®, Easton and Harris put into perspective the widespread use
of earnings changes in ¯nancial accounting research. However, they base their
claim that levels are a better explanatory variable than changes on an inconsistent
comparison: they compare the use of levels in associations studies with the use of
changes in event studies. These two types of studies are very di®erent from each
other, so it is not clear why one should compare them the way like Easton and
Harris do. This dichotomy is also demonstrated by a mismatch between their
research and the article title: Easton and Harris (1991) is a clear example of an
association study, but the title suggests a causality appropriate for event studies:
Earnings as an Explanatory Variable for Returns.
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Kothari (1992) presents analytical support for the levels speci¯cation, but
now in a setting where returns lead earnings. The analysis shows that under the
assumptions that both the surprise component and the anticipated component
contribute equally to total information, and that earnings are anticipated only
one year ahead, the expected ERC of a changes speci¯cation becomes half of the
`true' ERC. The R2 in the changes speci¯cation also su®ers from a bias due to
earnings anticipation; the bias is stronger than that of a levels speci¯cation. A
proof is presented in Appendix A. Given earnings anticipation, one should prefer
the levels speci¯cation16.

Kothari and Sloan (1992) support the analysis of Kothari (1992), empirically
demonstrating that the use of leading returns along with levels of earnings give
satisfactory R2 values.

Although di®erent methods are used to arrive to the same result, the re-
search discussing the choice of levels versus changes of earnings in association
studies favors the use of levels. Kothari (1992) presents the analytical arguments
for this ¯nding, and Kothari and Sloan (1992) provide the empirical evidence.
Furthermore, Kothari and Sloan show that including leading returns results in
higher explained variation. This makes their approach a potentially powerful
tool to evaluate accounting numbers. Further, this approach is more appealing
to fundamental investment analysts, because they can use available information
to forecast future earnings.

The next table illustrates the relation between stock returns and earnings
levels and earnings changes in regressions. It is a replication of Easton and
Harris (1991) and is presented here to illustrate how levels and changes perform
in regressions.

16Kothari (1992) and Ohlson and Schro® (1991) obviously disagree on this matter. While
Kothari (1992, p.176) considers (and demonstrates) that unexpected earnings are the logical
variable in return earnings studies, Ohlson and Schro® argue that \to explain returns empirically
the modeling of unexpected earnings and the time-series behavior of earnings serves no useful
purpose".
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Table 2.3:

The Relation between Returns, Earnings Levels, and Earnings Changes

Rt = ¯0 + ¯1
Xt
Pt¡1

+ ¯2
¢Xt
Pt¡1

+ "t
a

Panel A Panel B Panel C

Full Regression Levels Only Changes Only

Year ¯0 ¯1 ¯2 Rsqb Nc ¯0 ¯1 Rsqb ¯0 ¯2 Rsqb

1984 -0.02 2.59 -0.90 0.35 64 0.05 1.93 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.01

td -0.25 5.30 -2.22 0.58 4.65 8.44 1.58

1985 0.37 2.85 0.58 0.38 67 0.29 3.30 0.38 0.83 2.68 0.26

2.48 3.19 0.67 2.72 5.59 12.63 4.57

1986 0.02 1.51 1.07 0.11 72 -0.04 2.18 0.09 0.18 1.64 0.08

0.14 1.49 1.59 -0.37 2.65 4.13 2.75

1987 -0.18 0.28 0.25 0.02 83 -0.19 0.39 0.02 -0.16 0.40 0.01

-5.47 1.20 1.06 -5.66 1.41 -6.22 1.60

1988 0.39 3.30 0.17 0.29 91 0.37 3.44 0.29 0.92 1.08 0.07

3.28 5.07 0.53 3.51 5.90 13.60 1.56

1989 0.26 1.42 -1.02 0.05 98 0.36 0.46 0.00 0.42 -0.14 0.02

3.60 3.07 -3.54 4.67 0.89 8.64 -0.55

1990 -0.20 2.40 1.56 0.37 97 -0.26 3.04 0.31 0.02 2.66 0.21

-3.96 4.88 2.48 -6.01 7.11 0.81 3.71

1991 0.12 0.42 0.59 0.06 98 0.09 0.76 0.04 0.16 0.84 0.06

2.60 1.07 1.49 2.25 2.62 6.86 3.02

1992 -0.11 1.48 0.46 0.28 103 -0.13 1.74 0.27 0.02 1.30 0.14

-2.19 3.14 1.58 -3.18 4.24 0.87 3.52

1993 0.33 2.36 0.62 0.23 101 0.31 2.59 0.22 0.54 1.25 0.06

4.15 3.31 1.25 4.33 4.12 15.53 2.23

1994 -0.24 3.59 1.04 0.37 103 -0.23 3.84 0.36 0.07 2.15 0.07

-5.33 8.27 2.06 -4.95 8.48 2.58 2.90

1995 0.08 2.29 1.30 0.09 110 0.04 2.86 0.08 0.28 2.93 0.05

0.92 2.43 0.86 0.51 3.65 6.90 2.21

a Results are from cross-sectional regressions, using data from Dutch listed ¯rms. Rt is the
raw buy and hold return over a return window of 15 months that starts at the beginning
of ¯scal year t. Panel A shows results of the regression equation displayed in the table
header. Panels B and C show results of univariate regressions that use Xt

Pt¡1
and ¢Xt

Pt¡1
as

regressors. Xt

Pt¡1
is the ¯rm's earnings over year t before extraordinary items, de°ated

by price at beginning of year t. ¢Xt is the change in earnings: Xt ¡Xt¡1. "t is the
error term.

b R-squares adjusted for degrees of freedom
c Number of observations
d White heteroskedasticity-consistent t-values
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Table 2.3 shows coe±cient estimates on earnings levels and earnings changes
and explained variation by year. Panel A shows the results of the full regression
of returns on earnings levels and earnings changes. Panel B shows results of
regressions on earnings levels alone, and Panel C on changes of earnings alone.

Panel A shows that the earnings levels coe±cients (¯1) { when signi¯cantly
di®erent from zero { all exceed the changes coe±cients (¯2). The levels coe±cients
are more often signi¯cantly di®erent from zero than are the changes coe±cients.
The coe±cient of the earnings level variable ranges from 0.28 to 3.59 throughout
the sample period. The median levels coe±cient value is 2.33, the median t-value
3.17.

The coe±cient of the earnings change variable is positive in all but two years,
and its signi¯cance is less pronounced than that of the earnings level variable.
The coe±cient of the earnings change variable varies from -1.02 to 1.56. The
median of the changes coe±cient is 0.59, the median t-value 1.15.

Overall, R2-adjusted values are reasonably high. They are extremely low
for the years 1987, 1989, and 1991, which could be explained by the poorly
performing stock markets in these years.

Both the slope coe±cients (¯1; ¯2) and the R
2's presented in table 2.3 are

higher when compared to the results of Easton and Harris (1991). For the three
years (1984, 1985, and 1986), investigated both here and by Easton and Harris17,
the slope coe±cients are more than twice as high. As in Easton and Harris, the
changes coe±cients are lower than the levels coe±cients. When compared to Eas-
ton and Harris for the three years 1984-1986, the changes coe±cients presented
in table 2.3 display a higher dispersion.

Panels B and C support the results of panel A: regressions using only earn-
ings levels as an explanatory variable perform better than regressions using only
earnings changes.

It should be noted that the issue of levels versus changes has been discussed
in the early eighties in macro-economics. Using Dickey and Fuller unit root
tests (Dickey and Fuller, 1979, 1981), a number of studies investigated whether
economic and ¯nancial variables are random walks or trend reverting (Pindyk
and Rubinfeld, 1991). Performing Dickey and Fuller tests could reveal the time
series properties of earnings and resolve the levels versus changes issue. On the
other hand, Dickey and Fuller tests require lengthy time-series { exceeding at
least 24 observation18, which are not always available.
17Easton and Harris (1991) investigate the years 1968-1986. Table 2.3 presents results from

the years 1984-1995 the studies have only three years in common.
18The augmented Dickey-Fuller test routine in LeSage's MATLAB Econometric Toolbox

returned valid results using time-series with at least 24 observations.
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The next section discusses the e®ect of noise in returns-earnings regressions.
Thus far it was assumed that the variables measured the underlying quantities
without noise.

2.4.5 Noise

Introduction

The interpretation of noise common in accounting research is the di®erence in
expectations of future cash °ows conveyed to the market through ¯nancial state-
ments, and investor's expectations on these future cash °ows (see Collins et al.,
1994). According to this de¯nition, noise causes misstated book values. Ac-
counting information re°ecting value with less noise is assumed to be more value
relevant.

Generally, two sources of noise are referred to in accounting research. The
¯rst is the accounting measurement system, or generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP). GAAP requires that ¯nancial statements re°ect a true and
fair view of the ¯rm. This view (by de¯nition) di®ers from a view on the ex-
pectations of future cash °ows. The second source of noise is the discretion of
managers in presenting information in ¯nancial statements. In exercising discre-
tion over earnings, managers might try to present a view of the value of the ¯rm
that di®ers from underlying expectations about future cash °ows.

The noise component in earnings biases the slope coe±cient in an association
model downward. This can be seen from the way the slope coe±cient is estimated
{ in a univariate regression, the slope estimate is de¯ned as the covariance between
the dependent and the independent variables, de°ated by the variance of the
independent variable (see Pindyk and Rubinfeld, 1991).

Consider the price earnings model (2.4), where earnings now contain an `un-
garbled'19, value relevant earnings component X; and a noise component ¹. Let
the slope coe±cient ¯ (ERC) be estimated using:

^̄ =
cov (X + ¹; P )

var(X + ¹)
(2.17)

The noise component does not co-vary with the dependent variable P (by de¯-
nition). Therefore the ¹ can be removed from the numerator, but not from the
denominator. This reduces equation (2.17) to:

19This refers to the word garbling used by Beaver et al. (1980). In fact, garbling is a form of
noise. The idea in Beaver et al. (1980) is that accounting income measures economic income
with noise.
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^̄ =
cov (X;P )

var(X + ¹)
(2.18)

It is clear from (2.18) that noise (¹) biases the estimated slope coe±cient.

The e®ect of noise can be severe biasing the earnings response coe±cient
downward. Ryan and Zarowin (1995), for example, document estimated earnings
response coe±cients that are about 7% of their `true' value.

Noise a®ects the R2 as well and can be illustrated as follows: Kothari and
Zimmerman (1995), for example, express the R2 as the product of the squared
slope and the ratio of the variance of the independent variable over the variance of
the dependent variable. When applied to equation (2.18), the following equation
appears:

R2 = ^̄
2var (X + ¹)

var(P )
(2.19)

Equation (2.19) shows a relation between the squared ^̄ and the coe±cient of
variation: a biased ^̄ results in a biased R2.

Noise is common to regressions; it is a factor biasing regression results. Ac-
counting research should control for noise by adopting the correct research design.
The research in Chapter 3, for example, deals with the \noisy" accounting vari-
able by using reversed regressions where earnings are regressed on returns. The
noise of the dependent earnings variable will appear in the error term.

Earnings' anticipation and noise

The subsection on anticipated earnings shows that low explanatory power from a
returns-earnings regression is due to incorrectly capturing anticipated earnings.
The preceding subsection demonstrates that noise also biases R2's. When con-
fronted with low values of explained variation, it is di±cult to attribute this to
noise or the fact that investors anticipate earnings. Is it noise or a lack of time-
liness that causes the low R2's? Using two `tricks', Collins et al. (1994) present
a method that helps making this distinction.

First, they estimate a return-earnings relation for future earnings windows
of varying lengths, as explained in ¯gure 2.1 above. If the inclusion of future
earnings increases the explained variation in the return-earnings regression, then
a lack of timeliness is an issue. On the other hand, if the inclusion of future
earnings would not improve the explained variation, then noise might be the
cause of the low contemporaneous returns-earnings relation.
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Second, they test for the existence of noise using di®erent levels of aggregation
of the data: for ¯rm, for industry, and for the economy level. If noise in accounting
numbers were to be present, then it should be diversi¯ed away by using aggregated
data. In the presence of noise, the return-earnings regression using industry or
economy data should give higher levels of explained variation than the regressions
using ¯rm data. On the other hand, if the use of aggregated data were to have
no e®ect on the explained variation, then a lack of timeliness might cause the low
contemporaneous returns-earnings association.20

The main result of Collins et al. (1994) is that the inclusion of future earnings
strongly improves the returns earnings association. They do not ¯nd such results
for the noise hypothesis. These ¯ndings are consistent with the hypothesis that
the lack of timeliness is the main cause of the low contemporaneous returns
earnings association. That is, the fact that investors forecast earnings biases the
measured coe±cients downwards.

2.4.6 Concluding on prices leading earnings

The results of the analysis above show that the phenomenon of prices leading
earnings should be taken into account when conducting association studies; doing
so a®ects the results of association studies dramatically. The results shown in
table 2.2 above, for example, show that the inclusion of leading returns in a
returns-earnings regression increases slope coe±cients and R2's to a large extent.
Further, the analysis of Kothari (1992) shows that if prices lead earnings, then
one should use earnings levels instead of earnings changes. Table 2.3 supports
this result.

There is an important °ip-side to the use of leading returns: leading returns
make us wonder what the association models actually measure. The purpose
of association models is to assess the relevance of accounting information for
investors. An indicator of value relevance is the R2. Another important variable
of the association models is the slope value, which is presented as a measure
of timeliness. The problem is that these two regression coe±cients depend on
the length of the leading return window more than on the quality of ¯nancial
statements. Moreover, if the results of association models show low R2's and low
slope values, then this is interpreted as a result of low quality ¯nancial statements.
However, this is an erroneous interpretation of the results. Low R2's and low
slope values might be the result of investors' anticipations that are not correctly
captured by the association model.

The next section elaborates on models that include book equity values in
association models. It should be noted that none of the models presented include
leading return.
20Note that Collins et al. (1994) assume noise to be uncorrelated between ¯rms.
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2.5 Including equity book values in association

models

2.5.1 Introduction

This subsection illustrates the e®ects of including equity book values as an extra
explanatory variable in association models. Chapter 1 already illustrated that
attention for accounting valuation models based on fundamental values has grown
since the beginning of the nineties. Since then, models using equity book values
along with earnings received theoretical support. The use of equity book values in
association models requires an assumption that replaces the 100% dividend pay-
out assumption underlying the association models presented in the section above.
This assumption is the clean-surplus relation, which makes it possible to link
current accounting numbers to market value. However, a theoretically consistent
model relating accounting numbers to market values requires a speci¯cation of
the time-series behavior of earnings. This link is referred to as `linear information
dynamics' (Ohlson, 1995).

This section shows that the clean surplus assumption, along with linear in-
formation dynamics, result in a theoretical framework that relates ¯rm value to
accounting numbers, in particular to earnings and book values of equity.

The section is organized as follows: The use of books values in accounting
association models can be best demonstrated by explaining the Ohlson (1995)
framework. To understand Ohlson, an explanation of the clean-surplus relation is
presented in subsection 2.5.2, followed by an explanation of the linear information
dynamics and a review of the Ohlson framework in section 2.5.3.

Feltham and Ohlson (1995), an extension of the Ohlson (1995) model, presents
a model featuring a measure of accounting conservatism and is discussed sepa-
rately in subsection 2.5.4. Subsection 2.5.5 concludes this section.

2.5.2 Clean Surplus Accounting

The clean surplus relation requires that income over a period equals net divi-
dends21 and the change in the book value of equity.

Typical to clean surplus accounting is that it does not allow direct changes
in a ¯rms' equity that pass the income statement. Under clean surplus account-
ing only direct changes in equity that are the result of transactions with own-
ers/stockholders, such as dividend payments, equity o®erings, etc., are allowed.
All other changes in equity should bear a relation with the pro¯t and loss account.

21Net dividends are dividends net of equity capital contributions.
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Directly writing o® purchased goodwill against equity, for example, violates the
clean surplus relation, turning accounting into `dirty surplus' accounting. A clean
surplus treatment of purchased goodwill requires that it be expensed immediately,
or over subsequent periods through amortization. The clean surplus relation is
also known as the all-inclusive concept of earnings.

Financial accounting theorists have long discussed clean surplus accounting,
since the beginning of this century. Dicksee (1905), Dickinson (1908), and Paton
and Stevenson (1916) are early examples of literature discussing clean surplus.
Other contributors to the discussion are Littleton (1940) and Edwards and Bell
(1961), the latter devising a ¯rm valuation model that required clean surplus
accounting.

There are probably two reasons why clean surplus is being discussed. The
¯rst reason is a theoretical one, concerning the role of the income statement in
¯nancial statements. Theorists adopted two di®erent viewpoints concerning the
purpose of the income statement. One favors the idea that the income statement
should enable prediction of future income numbers. This viewpoint assumes
that income follows some trend, and that the income statement should help in
revealing that trend. Therefore, non-recurring items should not be re°ected in the
income statement. These items increase the variability of the income number,
and therefore these non-recurring items obscure the view on the (true) trend.
This view favors dirty surplus accounting. The other viewpoint favors clean
surplus accounting. According to this view, income can not be judged on a
stand-alone basis. It assumes that one income number is just one occurrence
of a series of income numbers generated during the life of a ¯rm. This view
considers income to be \a snapshot of a rather arti¯cially conceived ¯nancial
condition" (Paton, 1934). According to Littleton (1940), the sum of periodic
income numbers should approximate lifetime income. This view requires that
income include all transactions that a®ect lifetime income, which is a reference
to the all-inclusive concept of income.

Note that the discussion about these two views on the role of the income
statement resembles the discussion on the time-series behavior of earnings. The
dirty surplus view emphasizes the use of current earnings numbers for the purpose
of forecasting future earnings; it assumes permanent earnings. The clean surplus
view emphasizes the transitoriness of income, placing much weight on income
summed over the lifetime of a ¯rm.

The second reason why clean surplus is being discussed is that ¯rms practice
dirty surplus accounting, whereas accounting standard setters favor clean surplus
accounting. Dirty surplus accounting allows charging expenses directly against
equity. This leads to favorable future earnings values and favorable ¯nancial ra-
tios, but probably goes at the expense of the required true and fair view of ¯nan-
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cial statements. The FASB revealed its position in the clean surplus discussion
especially around the time of the release of Statements of Financial Accounting
Standards (SFAS) 822 (1975) and 16 (1977)23. These controversial SFAS's showed
that the FASB favored the all-inclusive concept. Under much pressure the FASB
reconsidered these and others SFAS's, which caused the FASB to become less
dogmatic in propagating the all-inclusive concept of income. However, the FASB
maintained its all-inclusive position. In 1997, for example, it introduced SFAS
130. This statement requires ¯rms to report a comprehensive income in a state-
ment displayed with the same prominence as other ¯nancial statements (Revsine
et al., 1999). Its recent introduction shows that the debate has not yet come to
an end. This is true for ¯nancial reporting policymakers as well as for current
research in ¯nancial accounting investigating association models building on the
clean surplus relation.

The research on the clean surplus relation began gaining impact again24

around the time that Ohlson's work appeared on the working papers circuit
around 1990. As this section demonstrates, the model of Ohlson { which was
published in 1995, hence Ohlson (1995), added a new feature to the clean sur-
plus relation. This feature, the linear information dynamics, made it possible to
relate a time-series of abnormal earnings to market values. To understand how
this works, the clean surplus relation will be discussed ¯rst.

The clean surplus relation makes it possible to express value in terms of earn-
ings and equity book values. This idea should lead to a change in the represen-
tation of the general model (2.1) into the following function:

Pt = f (Xt; Bt) (2.20)

where Xt is earnings for the period t, and Bt is equity book value at the end of
period t.

The clean surplus relation is an accounting identity. A formal representation
appears as follows:

Bt = Bt¡1 +Xt ¡Dt (2.21)

22SFAS 8 deals with accounting for the translation of foreign currency transactions and foreign
¯nancial statements.
23SFAS 16 deals with prior period adjustments.
24Apparently, around 1990, Ohlson continued where Edwards and Bell halted in 1961 {

hence the word `again'. From the sixties to the nineties, accounting research focused on the
consequences of the e±cient market hypothesis on the relevance of ¯nancial reporting, and on
Positive Accounting Theory. Penman also makes note of a return to fundamentals. See Chapter
1 for a chronological review of paradigms in ¯nancial accounting research.
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where Dt is net dividends paid at the end of period t. Rewriting identity (2.21)
so that it de¯nes dividends gives:

Dt = Xt +Bt¡1 ¡Bt (2.22)

It is possible to distinguish normal earnings from abnormal earnings. Here,
normal earnings are de¯ned as the risk-free rate times the opening book value of
equity.

Xn
t = rBt¡1 (2.23)

where Xn
t are the normal earnings. Abnormal earnings are the di®erence between

realized earnings and normal earnings:

Xa
t = Xt ¡ rBt¡1 (2.24)

Combining de¯nitions (2.23) and (2.24) with (2.22) results in:

Dt = X
a
t + (1 + r)Bt¡1 ¡Bt (2.25)

Now, we introduce the no arbitrage dividend discount model:

Pt =

1X
¿=1

Et(Dt+¿ )

(1 + r)¿
(2.26)

where Pt is the ultimo price for period t, Et(Dt+¿ ) is the dividend for period t+¿ ,
expected in period t, and r is the required rate of return.

If one combines the clean surplus relation as represented by (2.25) with the
no arbitrage dividend discount model (2.26), and assumes that book value at in-
¯nity contributes zero to current value, and further assumes that the appropriate
discount factor equals the risk-free rate, then the following model emerges:

Pt = Bt +

1X
¿=1

Et(X
a
t+¿ )

(1 + r)¿
(2.27)

This is a speci¯cation of a model that converts the stream of future residual
incomes into current price. For this reason, model (2.27) is referred to as a valu-
ation model; this model is also known as the residual income model. Preinreich
(1938), Edwards and Bell (1961), and Peasnell (1982) already recognized model
(2.27).

Edwards and Bell (1961) use the notion of a target rate of return, de¯ned
as \the interest that could be earned by converting its (the ¯rm's; ML) assets
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into cash that can be earned on the money invested." Ohlson (1995) uses the
risk-free rate in his analysis, because in that framework risk enters the valuation
model through the numerator (of the right-side term in (2.27)), not through the
denominator. Feltham and Ohlson (1999) explain in depth why the risk-free rate
of return is appropriate for this type of valuation model.

From here on this text refers to residual income or residual earnings, instead
of using the term abnormal earnings. This is because the latter concept is more
appropriate in the context of an event study methodology, where abnormal has
the connotation of news.

Accounting researchers claim that the advantage of the residual income model
(2.27) over the no arbitrage dividend discount model (2.26) is that it uses earn-
ings and book values, which are claimed to be observable whereas dividends, and
especially liquidating dividends, are not. The paradox of the theoretically pre-
sumed correct dividend discount model that uses unobservable dividends as an
input is known as the dividend conundrum; see Penman (1992) for an explanation
of this term.

Bernard (1995), probably inspired by the dividend conundrum issue, tests
residual income model (2.27) empirically and shows that the model performs
well in terms of explained variation. Using an estimation period of (only) four
years of earnings forecasts, the model shows a higher explained variation when
compared to a model using forecasted dividends. The inclusion of book values
of equity results in higher explained variation by the estimated residual income
model. The dividend discount model falls short in explaining variance because it
depends heavily on (expectations of ) future dividends.

Penman and Sougiannis (1996) perform similar tests and also apply the Feltham
and Ohlson (1995) extensions of the residual income model, but now with varying
time windows. Instead of earnings forecasts, they use realized earnings values.
The results, however, are comparable to the results of Bernard (1995): valuation
models that include accounting information generate higher explained variation
than does the dividend discount model. Further, the contrast between the ac-
counting valuation models and the dividend discount models becomes stronger for
short measurement periods that include only a few future observations. Collins et
al. (1997) test the residual income model (2.27) empirically and show that book
values have become increasingly important in explaining market values during
the 40 years included in their research.

An example of research that actually uses the residual income model instead
of calibrating or comparing it to other models, is Botosan (1997). Botosan uses
the residual income model in a cross-sectional setting to measure the cost of
equity capital. Botosan uses the residual income model (2.27) instead of CAPM
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for measuring the cost of capital because she wants to control for the e®ects of
risk in the cross-section of ¯rms.

The research presented above using the residual income model (2.27) refers to
the model as the Ohlson (1995) model without exception. However, as Dechow et
al. (1999) and Lo and Lys (2000) note, research claims to use the Ohlson model
while in fact it does not, because it uses the residual income model. The Ohlson
(1995) model di®ers from Edwards and Bell (1961) because the former introduces
a feature that makes it possible to link current to future accounting information,
known as linear information dynamics.

2.5.3 Linear information dynamics

It was mentioned earlier that the random walk in earnings assumption implies
a valuation model that uses earnings only. It is likely that a valuation model
using both earnings and book values requires a di®erent assumption about the
time-series behavior of earnings. It was already mentioned in section 2.3 on
the time-series behavior of earnings and section 2.4.4 on levels and changes that
including levels of earnings (or book values) in association models assumes partly
transitory earnings. As the residual income model uses earnings and book values,
one should therefore expect that the appropriate time-series behavior for that
model assumes mean reversion. This is what the linear information dynamics in
Ohlson (1995) does.

According to Ohlson, the residual income model remained silent on the time
series behavior of earnings expectations, and how information relevant for valuing
a ¯rm enters the valuation function. He advanced the knowledge about the
residual income model by resolving this point, stating that the linear information
dynamics completes the residual income framework. It provides the link missing
in the residual income model { the link that connects current to future accounting
values.

A formal representation of the linear information dynamics model is:

~Xa
t = ! ~Xa

t¡1 + Àt¡1 + ~"1;t (2.28)

~Àt = °Àt¡1 + ~"2;t (2.29)

where ~Xa
t , the variable representing expected residual income, and ~Àt both satisfy

stochastic processes. The parameter ! is the persistence parameter. If ! equals
one, earnings are permanent. In this case, the earnings time-series follows a
random walk (if one assumes Àt¡1 away). Earnings are transitory if ! equals
zero.

The variable Àt is a scalar capturing all value relevant information, except that
in contemporaneous earnings. The way (2.28) is speci¯ed makes it impossible for
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the value relevant information Àt to \bypass" the ¯nancial statements. Further,
Àt should be thought of as summarizing information that has yet to have an
impact on the ¯nancial statements (Ohlson, 1995, p. 668).

Parameters ! and ° are de¯ned in such a way that they have values between
zero and one. Further, the two error-terms ~²1;t and ~²2;t have an expected value of
zero, and the variance and covariance between these two terms is unrestricted.

The linear information dynamics make it possible to express the value of
a ¯rm as a weighted sum of current book value, current residual income values,
and other value relevant information. Therefore, the representation of the general
model (2.1) changes into

Pt = f (Xt; Bt; Àt) (2.30)

where Àt is other value relevant information. Ohlson combines the clean surplus
equation and the linear information dynamics, and the result is the following
valuation function:

Pt = Bt +
$

1 + r ¡$X
a
t +

1 + r

(1 + r ¡$) (1 + r ¡ °)Àt (2.31)

(Ohlson, 1995, p.669). This valuation function can be rewritten in terms of book
values, earnings, and dividends. To make the analysis tractable, we use the
following de¯nitions:

® =
$

1 + r ¡$ (2.32)

± =
1 + r

(1 + r ¡$) (1 + r ¡ °) (2.33)

Using these equations, the valuation function (2.31) can be rewritten as:

Pt = Bt + ®X
a
t + ±Àt (2.34)

If one now uses the de¯nition of residual earnings (2.24) and the clean surplus
relation (2.21), then it is possible to rewrite the valuation function (2.31) as:

Pt = Bt (1¡ k) + k ('Xt ¡Dt) + ±Àt (2.35)
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where

k = ®r =
r$

1 + r ¡$ (2.36)

and

' =
r + 1

r
(2.37)

In (2.35), ¯rm value is de¯ned as a weighted sum of equity book value, an
earnings multiple net of dividends, and other information. The k-term

¡
r$

1+r¡$
¢

varies between zero and one, depending on the permanence of residual earnings.
The earnings multiple ' equals r+1

r
and resembles the price-earnings multiplier

of section 2.2, which was de¯ned as 1
r
. As mentioned in footnote 7 of this chap-

ter, the di®erence between the latter and former earnings multiple is caused by
the dividend pay-out assumption. In section 2.2, 100% dividend pay-out was
assumed; here this is not done.

If we assume that Àt = 0, then this turns the linear information dynamics
(2.28) into a special form of an autoregressive process. It also turns the valuation
function (2.35) into a model that de¯nes value as the weighted sum of equity
book value and an earnings multiple net of dividends:

Pt = Bt (1¡ k) + k ('Xt ¡Dt) (2.38)

To illustrate some properties of the model, we ¯rst assume high permanence
in earnings by imposing a value of one for !. If ! equals one then k also equals
one, which turns the valuation model (2.38) into:

Pt =

µ
r + 1

r

¶
Xt ¡Dt (2.39)

or

Pt =
1

r
Xt +Xt ¡Dt (2.40)

If we now assume 100% dividend pay-out (Dt = Xt), then the two rightmost
variables drop out, which results in the price earnings association model (2.3) from
section 2.2. The two speci¯cations di®er only in the applied discount rate: Ohlson
uses the risk-free rate, whereas association model (2.3) uses the risk adjusted
rate. Further, association model (2.3) assumes 100% dividend pay-out to make it
consistent with the no arbitrage dividend discount model. Ohlson assumes clean
surplus for that purpose.
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The other extreme of permanence is when the variable ! equals zero. If !
equals zero then k also equals zero, turning model (2.38) into:

Pt = Bt (2.41)

which is a pure equity book value model. If earnings were to be completely tran-
sitory, retained earnings (or book values of equity) represent ¯rm value. This
notion is also mentioned in section 2.4.2 where the Easton et al. (1992) interpre-
tation of Hicksian (1939) income theory is discussed.

A point often overlooked by research referring to Ohlson (1995) is that the
relation between model (2.35) and the dividend discount model is purely alge-
braic. Research often interprets model (2.35) by referring to accounting concepts.
However, model (2.35) works regardless of accounting principles measuring earn-
ings and book values, and does not even require that clean surplus accounting
be applied in the past (Ohlson, 1995). This means that one can use any value
for Bt in model (2.35), even one that results from dirty surplus accounting. The
same value will always result, because the right-side term in (2.35) corrects for
any misrepresented value of Bt.

One important point of Ohlson (1995) is that it expresses ¯rm value as the
weighted sum of residual earnings and book value, where ! is the weighing coe±-
cient. The question of which value ! takes is naturally an empirical one. Dechow
et al. (1999) attempt to estimate the value of !. They show that the value of
! takes on a value of 0.62, which means that accounting earnings are not com-
pletely permanent. This can be interpreted as support for the Ohlson framework,
since a positive value of ! means that book value represents value, together with
earnings.

The Ohlson model also has its peculiarities. The ¯rst is that the pure book
value model is a pure earnings model as well. The pure book value model is the
result of ! being zero, and results in

Pt = Bt

(which equals model 2.41). Normal earnings are de¯ned as

Xn
t+1 = rBt (2.42)

If ! = 0 then there are no residual earnings (Xa
t+1 = 0) and, therefore, earnings

equal normal earnings:

Xt+1 = X
n
t+1 (2.43)
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This allows the three equations (2.41), (2.42), and (2.43) above can be rewritten
as a price-earnings model:

Pt =
Xt+1
r

(2.44)

This looks a bit strange though, because we also found a price-earnings model
when we assumed a ! of one. However, it is consistent with residual earnings
being completely transitory, which is denoted by ! = 0. Further, model (2.41)
also assumed 100% dividend pay-out and hence no-growth, which is consistent
with completely transitory residual earnings.

An issue left almost unexplained by Ohlson is the interpretation of the variable
for all other value relevant information, Àt. Ohlson (1995) evaluates his framework
extensively with the Àt variable set to zero. One possible reason for keeping the
interpretation of Àt deliberately vague is that its de¯nition is very broad. Àt is
the unrecorded goodwill of the ¯rm, accounting for the di®erence between market
values and equity book values. It captures all information not re°ected in the
past time-series of earnings and book values; hence Àt could be anything.

Another unresolved issue of the Ohlson valuation model concerns the claimed
dividend irrelevance. Lundholm (1995) notices that dividend irrelevance does
not hold in the residual income model, one that allows liquidation of a ¯rm with
no e®ect on earnings (Lundholm, 1995 p.752). This would be an incentive for
managers to increase dividend payments rapidly. According to Lundholm, this is
unrealistic. To illustrate the point Lundholm makes, note that he compares the
residual income model to the Miller and Modigliani (1961) version of the earnings
valuation model, which is:

Vt =

1X
¿=1

1

(1 + ½)t+¿+1
[Xt+¿ ¡ It+¿ ] (2.45)

where the value of the ¯rm Vt depends on earnings minus the capital It+¿ required
to maintain future earnings at its speci¯ed level (Miller and Modigliani,1961).
Note that ½ is the opportunity cost of capital, which di®ers from Ohlson's risk-
free rate of return r. Note also that model (2.45) contains no dividend variable.

Model (2.45) di®ers from the residual income valuation model because it does
not assume clean surplus accounting:

Bt¡1 = Bt ¡Xt +Dt (2.46)
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If one uses the clean surplus relation (2.46) and substitutes it in the de¯nition
of residual earnings Xa

t , so that X
a
t becomes Xt ¡ r (Bt ¡Xt +Dt), then the

residual income model (2.27) would look as follows:

Pt = Bt +
1X
¿=1

Et [Xt+¿ ¡ r (Bt+¿ ¡Xt+¿ +Dt+¿ )]
(1 + r)¿

(2.47)

This shows that future dividend values Dt+¿ matter, and that this model allows
liquidation with no e®ect on earnings Xt+¿ .

Lundholm demonstrates the inconsistency of dividend irrelevance in the resid-
ual income model, stating that Ohlson's linear information dynamics repairs this
inconsistency. This is because the linear information dynamics establishes that
a dollar dividend paid reduces next period's earnings with r. (Lundholm, 1995,
p.753).

For several reasons, this is not a very convincing ¯x. First, Lundholm's initial
problem with the residual income model was that it allows liquidation with no
e®ect on future earnings. But, even after Lundholm's ¯x, the linear information
dynamics allows liquidating a ¯rm without future earnings consequences. Ac-
cording to Lundholm, the linear information dynamics establishes that a dollar
dividend paid reduces next period's earnings with r. However, this still means
that if all assets are paid out, next period's earnings decrease with the amount of
rBt, without an e®ect on future earnings. Therefore, Lundholm's initial problem
concerning earnings neutral liquidation still holds, even under linear information
dynamics.

Secondly, the linear information dynamics can be speci¯ed so that it models
various types of earnings' time-series behavior. Both Ohlson and Lundholm,
however, limit their analyses to a few types. Lundholm demonstrates his ¯x
under the assumption that residual earnings are completely transitory: ! = 0.
Therefore, the claim that the linear information dynamics solves the problems of
the residual income model seems a bit speculative.

A third reason why the relevance of the linear information dynamics should
be put into perspective is presented by Feltham and Ohlson themselves (Feltham
and Ohlson, 1999). This article presents a completely reworked residual income
valuation model that abandons the linear information dynamics.

A last point concerning the consistency with the Miller and Modigliani (1961)
dividend irrelevance is made by Lo and Lys (2000). The analysis of Miller and
Modigliani assumes a setting without information asymmetry, and in such a world
there is no need for accounting. Therefore, the clean surplus relation and linear
information dynamics are irrelevant in a Miller and Modigliani setting.
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Whether or not dividend irrelevancy holds in Ohlson (1995) is not a crucial
point in evaluating the Ohlson framework. A pro-forma evaluation of an invest-
ment project using the residual income model leads to the same results as does
a normal net present value calculation, because in project evaluation, (net) div-
idends often are assumed zero. Further, if one uses the Ohlson framework for
evaluation of ¯nancial statement information, instead of for valuation purposes,
than the problem of dividend irrelevancy becomes relatively trivial. Thus, us-
ing Ohlson for association models is not problematic. On the contrary, Ohlson
presents a model that justi¯es the inclusion of book values in association models.

The next subsection addresses the Feltham and Ohlson (1995) extension of the
Ohlson (1995) framework, which is an innovation because Feltham and Ohlson
separate ¯nancial activities from operating activities, which results in modeling
accounting conservatism.

2.5.4 Conservatism

Ohlson pursues his line of reasoning along with Feltham in Feltham and Ohlson
(1995), separating the accounting for ¯nancing and operating activities. They
de¯ne a model that values ¯nancial and operating activities separately, while
`maintaining' dividend irrelevance. The reason to separate out ¯nancing activities
is that it is assumed that they are not informative about value, whereas operating
activities are. The reason for presenting Feltham and Ohlson brie°y in this section
is to introduce a de¯nition of accounting conservatism. The next chapter uses a
di®erent de¯nition of conservatism.

In the Feltham and Ohlson (1995) model, the book value of ¯nancial assets
equals its market value. The ¯nancial assets earn a normal income. Residual
incomes are generated by the operating assets.

Introducing a separation between ¯nancing and operating activities gives way
to the modeling of conservatism in accounting. Conservatism in the Feltham
and Ohlson framework means that the value of economic goodwill (the di®erence
between book and market values) on average is positive, whereas in unbiased
accounting, goodwill converges to zero. Conservatism applies to the accounting
for operating assets only, because ¯nancial assets are valued at market value.
Conservatism also means that future residual operating assets are smaller than
the market value of these assets. Further, it means that future operating earnings
on average are higher than zero, given transitory earnings time-series, whereas in
an unbiased accounting setting future residual operating earnings and goodwill
converge to zero.
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In short, accounting conservatism requires a valuation model that corrects
for understated operating assets. If accounting were unbiased, then the Ohlson
(1995) valuation function applies. Thus, one would expect the Feltham and
Ohlson (1995) valuation function to greatly resemble the Ohlson (1995) valuation
function. In fact, the Feltham and Ohlson valuation function looks as follows:

Pt = Bt +
$11

1 + r ¡$11
OXa

t +
$12 (1 + r)

(1 + r ¡$22) (1 + r ¡$11)
OAt + ¯ºt (2.48)

where !11 is the operating earnings persistence parameter. The value of !11 is

between zero and one for transitory and permanent operating earnings OXa
t . !12

is the parameter representing conservative accounting. It has a lower boundary
of zero, which denotes unbiased accounting, and turns the valuation function into
the Ohlson valuation function speci¯ed by 2.31. Positive values of !12 indicate
conservative accounting. !22 de¯nes the long term growth in operating earnings.
!22 has a lower boundary of one for no-growth settings. Values larger than one
denote growth in operating earnings. ¯ is a coe±cient on other value relevant
information À22.

It can be seen from this valuation function that both the growth parameter !22
and the parameter on conservatism !12 in°uence the outcome of the valuation
model. Feltham and Ohlson (1995) acknowledge this point. Therefore, it is
di±cult to separate the in°uence of growth from that of conservatism in (2.48),
which makes it di±cult to trace the in°uence of growth on the outcome of the
model.

2.5.5 Concluding on the Ohlson Framework

It is important to stress that the major achievement of Ohlson (1995) is that
it succeeds in modeling a link between accounting information and ¯rm value,
which advanced theory in ¯nancial accounting research considerably. Research
of the pre-Ohlson era merely assumed there was a link between dividends and
accounting information25. Currently, almost without exception, researchers use
the clean surplus relation, sometimes along with linear information dynamics, to
model this link.

It was already mentioned that Ohlson (1995) and Feltham and Ohlson (1995)
are, to some extent, ambiguous about the use of market values. This addresses
the issue of whether their models can be regarded as valuation models. Ohlson

25Collins and Kothari (1989) or Easton and Harris (1991) are typical examples of articles
that assume this link exists but do not present a comprehensive framework that models the
relation between market values and accounting information.
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(1995), for example, presents his model as an association model: \...the function
that relates a ¯rm's market value to contemporaneous accounting/information
variables" (p.663). However, he also refers to valuation as an objective of his
model. From later work, Feltham and Ohlson (1996), for example, it becomes
clear that market values are assumed exogenous. This shifts the focus of their
work from valuation to understanding how accounting numbers re°ect market
values. The achievement of Ohlson for the research using association models is
that it allows the evaluation of not only earnings, but also of book values as
variables re°ecting value.

Much research, however (see for example Penman, 1992) reverses the assump-
tion about market values and accounting numbers. Such research uses models in
the spirit of Ohlson (1995) as tools to discover value relevant accounting numbers,
suggesting that these numbers, such as earnings and book values, can help in-
vestors in discovering mispriced ¯rms. It treats market values as endogenous, and
accounting numbers as exogenous variables, in an attempt to turn these models
into valuation models. As noted above, later work of Feltham and Ohlson shows
that models in the spirit of Ohlson (1995) were not per se meant to serve funda-
mental investment analysis.

Related to the issue about the use of Ohlson (1995) for ¯rm valuation is the
claim advocated by many ¯nancial accounting researchers that the its framework
is an alternative to the classical dividend discount valuation framework or to
valuation models used in ¯nance. This claim is not entirely valid for two reasons.

First, there are many examples of valuation models that require the use of
information from ¯nancial statements. These models are consistent with the neo-
classical valuation framework (provided that one uses some assumptions that
bridge the gap between the real and the Miller and Modigliani (1961) no-cost
and frictionless world). Copeland et al. (1995) and Benninga and Sarig (1997),
for example, use a free cash °ow approach, one that is also consistent with the
neoclassical approach. This chapter has shown that even a simple price earnings
model is consistent with the dividend discount model, although it involves rather
stringent assumptions. The only advantage of these models is that they require
neither clean surplus accounting nor the linear information dynamics.

The second reason concerns the practice of valuation. Many accounting re-
searchers singing the praises of the residual income models or the Ohlson (1995)
model suggest that these models make valuation a straightforward task because
they use observable variables such as earnings and book values of equity. How-
ever, the valuation models used in ¯nance also use information from ¯nancial
statements. Furthermore, whether one uses the residual income model or not,
valuation will never be a straightforward and easy task. It requires interpreting
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information presented in ¯nancial statements, as well as projections of terminal
values, and unless one believes in fundamental analysis it also requires the use
of much more information than that in ¯nancial statements alone. So, from this
point of view, the residual income approach is not necessarily better an alterna-
tive for ¯rm valuation purposes.

2.6 Concluding remarks

This chapter reviews ¯nancial accounting research that investigates ¯nancial
statement information from an investor's viewpoint, concentrating on models
devised for the purpose of evaluating ¯nancial accounting information. These
models are denoted with the term association models because they associate mar-
ket values, such as stock prices or stock returns, with accounting numbers. The
strength of the association indicates the (value) relevance of accounting informa-
tion for investors. The association models also generate an earnings response co-
e±cient that measures the extent to which earnings changes re°ect price changes.
Therefore, the earnings response coe±cient can be interpreted as a measure of
the timeliness of earning numbers.

The research reviewed in this chapter presents a number of association mod-
els. These models all behave di®erently in empirical research, so the choice of
model matters. These models are very sensitive to the assumed behavior of their
variables, and to the way they are speci¯ed.

This chapter devotes a great deal of attention to factors a®ecting the empirical
behavior of association models, one being the assumed time-series behavior of
earnings. If, for example, earnings are assumed permanent, i.e. if they follow a
random walk, then one might consider using an association model that relates
market values to earnings alone. However, if earnings are transitory, then one
could choose an association model that relates market values to earnings and to
book values.

Another factor a®ecting the empirical properties of association models is in-
vestors' expectations about future earnings. It is shown that these might behave
di®erently from the time-series behavior of earnings. It is conceivable that in-
vestors anticipate earnings changes, while earnings behave in an unforeseen man-
ner, as if earnings follow a random walk. This chapter demonstrates that earnings
anticipation by investors a®ects the empirical properties of association models.
For example, earnings anticipation biases the earnings response coe±cient and
the R2 of a regression of returns on earnings. One could, therefore, revert to a
model regressing prices on earnings. Such price models generate unbiased earn-
ings response coe±cients, but su®er from problems of heteroskedasticity26.
26The price model su®ers from an uncorrelated omitted variables problem: a great deal of
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The review of the e®ects of earnings anticipation also shows that regressions
using changes of earnings generate earnings response coe±cients and R2's that
are biased more so than are the coe±cients generated by models that use levels
of earnings instead.

Another factor a®ecting regressions is noise. Accounting standards and the
interpretation of accounting standards by managers might generate accounting
numbers that are noisy proxies of ¯rm value. The e®ect is that noise biases both
the earnings response coe±cient and the R2's downward.

A factor not addressed in this chapter is the non-linearity in the relation be-
tween market values and accounting information. To date, little research on the
issue of non-linearity has been conducted. However, the next chapter presents
research showing that the relation between accounting numbers and market val-
ues is not linear. Inappropriately assuming linearity probably leads to incorrect
inferences about the value relevance and the timeliness of accounting numbers.

Since association models are sensitive to these factors, the results derived from
these models should be interpreted with extreme caution. More often than not,
research presents results that give an incorrect impression of the value relevance
and timeliness of accounting numbers. It is likely that low earnings response
coe±cients and low R2's found in accounting research are the result of model
misspeci¯cation, and not of accounting standards that produce value irrelevant
accounting information.

Lev (1989) notes that low earnings response coe±cients and R2's are common
in empirical accounting research. Many researchers responded to this article and
improved the association models. This chapter shows that a decade of research
after Lev (1989) only marginally advanced the development of association models
useful for empirical work. Certainly, work of Ohlson, Feltham, and Kothari con-
tributed to our theoretical understanding of the relation between market values
and accounting information, but there is currently no association model upon
which the empirical research agrees. This is because non-linearity, noise, antic-
ipation, and the time-series properties of earnings jointly a®ect the association
models. Correcting one of these factors introduces new problems concerning the
others; this makes it di±cult to devise an ideal association model. A consequence
of the lack of a reliable tool for measuring value relevance and timeliness is that

the return variation is not explained by the independent variable (earnings), but by variables
uncorrelated with earnings, which are omitted from the regression speci¯cation. This is a
general problem a®ecting association models because returns always display more variation
than earnings do, and it results in low R2 values. The return model su®ers form an errors
in variables problem: returns contain information about future cash °ows; the independent
variables measure returns with error because they contain information from the past.
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¯nancial accounting research cannot e®ectively aid ¯nancial reporting standard
setters.

There are reasons to believe that the problems concerning the development of
association models are due to the assumptions underlying this avenue of research.

One example is the de¯nition of noise presented in this chapter. This de¯ni-
tion, derived from Collins et al. (1994), de¯nes noise as a phenomenon obscuring
information about a ¯rm's market value. Furthermore, according to this de¯ni-
tion of noise, there are two sources of noise: GAAP and managers manipulating
accounting numbers. This de¯nition of noise suggests that it can be removed from
accounting numbers by changing GAAP and their enforcement. It also suggests
that, once noise is eliminated from accounting numbers, the ¯nancial statements
will correctly re°ect market values. Both suggestions are likely not very realistic.

Furthermore, current research investigating the value relevance of accounting
information also adheres to the idea that accounting numbers should display a
high level of association with market values. The research places a high value
on achieving results showing high R2's and high response coe±cients. However,
the idea that high R2's and high response coe±cients signify value relevance or
timeliness is not very realistic. Requiring high R2's and high response coe±cients
causes the information in ¯nancial statements to re°ect the same information
re°ected in stock prices, which makes ¯nancial statements useless. Market prices
are available on a daily basis, at low cost, whereas ¯nancial statements are made
available only a few times each year, are costly, and because they appear days
after the end of a reporting period, are untimely.

An issue related to the idea that accounting should display a high level of
association with market values is the following: given the ease with which one
can retrieve market values, why do ¯rms not switch to `perfect value relevant'
accounting? This can easily be done by reporting the market value of equity at
year-end as book equity. The fact that ¯rms continue to report `mis-stated' book
values, while market values can be easily looked up suggests that the research
that investigates value relevance does not fully comprehend the relation between
market values and accounting numbers.

Another reason why research using and developing association models is prob-
lematic is the emphasis placed on the notion that investors are the primary audi-
ence of ¯nancial statements. This notion should be put into perspective because
investment theory makes clear that investors who hold diversi¯ed portfolios of
securities are not interested in ¯rm speci¯c risk, which also has an e®ect on the
demand for ¯rm speci¯c information.
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Ignoring diversi¯cation probably overstates the demand for ¯nancial state-
ment information from investors. As research often assumes that investors are
the primary audience of ¯nancial statements, it reminds standard setters about
the importance of ¯nancial statement information for investors. The frequently
found low R2's and low response coe±cients indicate that the value relevance
of ¯nancial statements is low, and encourage standards setters to announce rel-
evance increasing accounting standards. Due to the methodological problems
inherent in association studies, the measured e®ect of such new standards will be
disappointingly small, leading to calls for new and better standards. Alternative
methodologies can help breaking this vicious circle.

The last point concerning association studies addresses the validity of the
earnings response coe±cient (ERC) as a measure of timeliness of accounting.
The response coe±cient covaries with stock prices or stock returns. It is therefore
likely that the ERC picks up changes in investors' expectations about future ¯rm
performance. High returns, perhaps the result of a favorable business cycle or low
interest rates, for example, will produce high ERC's. Furthermore, Kothari and
Sloan (1992) show that leading returns forecast future earnings, which is more
a demonstration of market e±ciency than of timeliness of earnings. Research
that measures ERC's suggests that the timing of earnings matters, but it is
not likely that investors care about timing. Note that the ERC
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earnings ratio. This is used to describe the expected future pro¯tability of a
¯rm. Sometimes it is used to describe the quality or sustainability of earnings
(see Revsine et al., 1999). However, it is not informative about the timing of
accounting earnings. As a result, one can doubt whether the ERC is an indicator
of the quality of ¯nancial statements.

The next chapter presents research that uses a di®erent approach in measuring
properties of accounting information, taking into account the diversi¯cation ef-
fect. It de-emphasizes the idea that investors are the primary audience of ¯nancial
statements. Further, it focuses on measuring timeliness and conservatism, both
concepts now de¯ned di®erently. The focus is not on the R2's, it de-emphasizes
measuring value relevance.


